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Abstract
Whereas experimental studies on emotional speech often con-
trol for neutral semantics, speech in naturalistic speech corpora
is characterized by contextual cues and non-neutral semantic
content. Moreover, the target emotion of an utterance is gen-
erally unknown and must be inferred by the listener. Within
the context of having child-directed expressive text-to-speech
synthesis as goal, we describe a perceptual study based on an
expressive spoken corpus of children’s stories with unknown
emotional targets, and report on interannotator agreement in
a forced-choice discrimination task. Moreover, a threshold of
high agreement was used to establish subsets of confident ex-
emplar utterances for emotional classes, comprising 35% of the
initial corpus. The exemplars were clustered based on the dif-
ferences from the default mean neutral for 11 global acoustic
features, yielding clusters cutting across emotion boundaries,
some of which reflected arousal levels, with the neutral exem-
plars showing particularly complex distributions. Moreover, the
mean features for four emotional exemplar categories were con-
trasted against the default, finding both expected and contradic-
tory tendencies, compared to previous reports. The results in-
dicate that semantic and prosodic cues collaborate to express
and reinforce emotional contents, while emotional sequencing
seems likely to be another factor which contributes to emotional
perception in this domain.

1. Introduction
Emotions can be treated as categorical concepts, or can alter-
natively be described by dimensional or appraisal models; but
despite the strong interest in emotion, there is currently no ac-
cepted definition for emotion, e.g. [5]. This study adopts the
“big six” [5], i.e. angry (A), disgusted (D), fearful (F), happy
(H), sad (Sa), and surprised (Su), adding neutral (N) as the de-
fault. These emotions have been investigated and characterized
in terms of acoustic parameter settings for natural and synthe-
sized speech and copy synthesis [14], [15], [3], [13].

However, studies on emotional speech often depend on por-
trayals of known target emotions that use semantically neutral
sentences which lack context [15], whereas people also relate
to non-vocal affect cues [16]. In naturalistic speech corpora, the
target emotion of an utterance is generally not known and must
be inferred by the listener, and the speech is also not devoid of
contextual content or emotional meaning. In fact, [4] showed
that spontaneous speech stimuli presented “in-isolation” ver-
sus “in-context” radically changed the emotional perceptions
among listeners, whereas [11] demonstrated that lexical fea-
tures improved automatic methods in binary emotion-detection,
and [2] noted that more realistically-obtained emotional speech
data increased complexity substantially.

We explore expressive prosody with the goal of child-
directed text-to-speech synthesis for children with communica-
tion disorders [16]. The storytelling genre is rich in emotional
content, and thus forms a good basis for exploring emotion in
language and expressive prosody directed at children. In this
study, we report on results from a perceptual experiment based
on an existing corpus of children’s stories, interpreted freely
by an experienced speaker in an expressive mode, thus lack-
ing specific utterance targets. Section 2 describes the discrim-
ination task performed by listeners at the utterance level. Sec-
tion 3 reports on interannotator agreements computed with the
kappa statistics in 3.1, whereas 3.2 explains how a threshold of
high perceptual overlap in label-assignment was used to obtain
a subset of confident exemplar utterances for different emotions.
These were assessed in terms of their correspondence with pre-
viously reported acoustic emotion profiles, based on plotting
category averages for 11 global acoustic parameters, as well
as through clustering, reflecting the divergence from the neu-
tral exemplar average. In section 4, we discuss how our results
reflect the importance of non-acoustic cues for listeners’ per-
ception of emotions, and we conclude noting the importance of
emotional sequencing in 5.

2. Perceptual study
The perceptual study was conducted using the corpus described
in [10], which consisted of two stories targeting young children,
Peter Rabbit (PR) and The Two Bad Mice (2BM), read by a fe-
male speaker in an extremely expressive mode and then divided
into utterance-length chunks.

The recordings were accessed online via a web survey
which allowed for one-time submission. To avoid user-fatigue,
each story was split into two surveys, representing its first and
second half. After reading an informative text about the study,
the participants completed the forced-choice task by listening
to utterances in chronological story sequence, and marking one
or optionally two labels that they felt characterized each utter-
ance.1 The participants also provided demographic information
and reflected on their decision process.

The participants were UIUC students and included native
English speakers (NS), a few early bilingual (B), and non-native
speakers. Not all volunteers completed both parts. Since partic-
ipants’ identities differed across surveys, each part was evalu-
ated separately based on gender and native language (see table
1). Whereas the all group contained all participants, NSB con-

1The option to mark two emotions was included because the interest
lay in agreement trends, and distinguishing the more dominant emotion
for an utterance was not always straight-forward. For example, 19% of
the labeling events included two labels for the first half of PR.
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Table 1: Number of participants per survey

Stimuli All Mall Fall NSB MNSB FNSB

PR-1 19 11 8 15 8 7
PR-2 14 5 9 10 2 8
2BM-1 27 12 15 12 4 8
2BM-2 26 14 12 12 6 6
Average 21.5 10.5 11 12.3 5 7.3

Table 2: Kappa statistics for normalized surveys

Stimuli All Mall Fall NSB MNSB FNSB

PR-1 .234 .242 .219 .242 .259 .243
PR-2 .241 .346 .19 .207 .246 .181
2BM-1 .375 .466 .334 .394 .518 .394
2BM-2 .496 .54 .444 .528 .557 .501

tained only the native and bilingual speakers.

3. Results
This section reports on the results of the survey in terms of in-
terannotator agreement, and exemplar discovery and evaluation.

3.1. Interannotator agreement

Flammia’s tool [8] was used to compute the kappa statistics,
after normalizing the survey data to one emotion label per an-
notator (by favoring the more frequent of the two marked labels
for that particular utterance when an annotator had marked two
emotions). Table 2 shows that the group with fewest annotators,
the male NSB group, had the highest kappa for 3 out of 4 sur-
veys, with the male all group having the highest score for the
other survey.2 We interpret the kappa score as an indicator of
the difficulty of this perception task for a freely interpreted story
corpus. Moreover, the range of the highest kappa scores can be
seen as guidelines for expected accuracy bounds when applying
automatic methods for emotional speech discrimination in the
fairy tale domain.

3.2. Analysis of confident exemplars

As noted above, the corpus did not contain specified emotional
targets. However, one could argue that high labeling agreement
for a given utterance based on listeners’ perception signals an
emotional target. Thus, utterances marked by extremely high
agreement were defined as good emotional exemplars, and their
acoustic properties were compared to the profiles suggested in
the literature for each emotion class, to see if the high agreement
on the exemplars depended on supported acoustic cues.

An exemplar was defined as an utterance for which both
all and the best kappa group had ≥ 70% agreement for a sin-
gle emotion label. 46 utterances or 35% of the original corpus
consisted of confident exemplars. Considering the limited size
of the corpus, it is interesting that more than one third of the
utterances were subject to such high agreement. As shown in

2Higher kappa was not necessarily obtained just by labeling more
utterances as neutral; only in 1 of 4 cases did the group with the highest
kappa scores tag more neutral labels. However, 2BM had more neutral
label assignments overall.

Table 3: Intersecting exemplars for best kappa + all groups
A D F H N Sa Su
6 0 1 6 24 2 7

Table 4: Exemplars’ distribution across emotions and clusters
Label A F H Sa Su N
Cl-0 2
Cl-1 1 1 1 4
Cl-2 1 5
Cl-3 5 1 3 5
Cl-4 1 8
Cl-5 4
Cl-6 1 1 1 1

table 3, the largest group were neutral sentences, but all other
categories except D were also represented. However, [14] noted
that disgust recognition depends more on facial expression.

F0, intensity and speech rate are commonly investigated
acoustic correlates for emotions, e.g. [15], [14]. While anger,
fear, and often happiness and surprise are generally character-
ized by varying degrees of increased speech rate, F0 and in-
tensity values, sadness is marked by opposite behavior, and [6]
found pausing a contributing cue to distinguish fear from anger.
Moreover, [14] showed that some predictions for varying acous-
tic trends depending on the emotional intensity of the targeted
emotion had been confirmed by empirical evidence while oth-
ers had been contradicted. Thus, the following 11 global acous-
tic features were computed for each exemplar utterance using a
python script:3

• F0: mean (f0mn), range (f0range), and standard devia-
tion (f0std)

• Intensity: mean (rmsmn), range (rmsrange), and stan-
dard deviation (rmsstd)

• Speech rate: words/min (wpm), syllables/min (spm), and
feet/min (fpm).

• Fluency: pause count (pcnt), pauses/min (paupm)

Two procedures were implemented to compare the confident
emotion subsets to standard acoustic profiles reported in the lit-
erature. Both procedures were based on the assumption that the
mean of the neutral exemplars represented a comparative de-
fault from which emotional expression would deviate either by
increase or decrease in parameter values.

We used the vcluster tool [9] to cluster individual exem-
plars based on their percent difference from the default for each
of the 11 acoustic features. If acoustic parameters determined
perceptual label assignments, then members of a given cluster
should correspond to a particular emotion label. The number
of clusters reflected our initial set of emotion labels. Table 4
shows the resulting clusters and reveals that neutral exemplars
were distributed across all clusters except cluster 3, and that
there were no 1-to-1 correspondences between non-neutral la-
bels having > 1 exemplars and particular cluster membership.
A tentative attempt was made to describe and subjectively in-
terpret the clusters, leaving out cluster 0 and 5 which were not

3The database from [10] had F0 values and transcriptions used
to compute speech rate, whereas intensity values were obtained with
xwaves. Zeros were ignored when computing F0 statistics.



intuitively interpretable, and ignoring the feature fpm which ap-
peared unreliable.

• Cluster 1 was characterized by negative values, and re-
flected calm, slow, low arousal speech.

• Cluster 2 hinted at a slight decrease in f0 and decreased
pausing, with an increase in intensity and in speech
rate. Most exemplars in this cluster were neutral and the
speech reflected descriptive excitement.

• Cluster 3 only contained non-neutral exemplars and cor-
responded to high arousal speech. It showed a slight in-
crease in f0, an increase in intensity and pausing and a
decrease in speech rate.

• Cluster 4 was marked by slightly increased f0, slightly
decreased intensity and speech rate scores, and increased
pausing. It comprised mostly neutral exemplars, includ-
ing list intonation. Subjectively, the speech reflected a
soft low-level neutral or positive excitement.

• Cluster 6 was also marked by high arousal but fewer neg-
ative exemplars. It showed increased f0 and intensity
scores, and decreased speech rate. It differed from clus-
ter 3 by displaying decreased pausing.

Next, the default neutral mean was plotted against the mean
of exemplars corresponding to a given emotion label, given per-
cent difference, for the acoustic features, cf. figures 1 to 4.4 The
resulting plots were compared to profiles and results reported in
the literature. As shown in fig. 1, the mean angry scores re-

Figure 1: Angry vs. default

flected, as expected, a fairly large positive increase in intensity.
However, angry had slightly decreased F0 scores and decreased
speech rate, which contradicts its standard acoustic description.
Additionally, angry showed increased pausing. Fig. 2 show that
the mean happy scores had a slight positive increase in intensity
and F0, however, speech rate decreased. Pausing also increased
for happy. The mean acoustic features for sad did, as expected,
generally decrease, compared to the default mean neutral, see
fig. 3. Finally, as seen in fig 4, surprised showed increased
intensity, and slight increase in F0, a slight decrease in speech
rate, and unclear pausing patterns.

4. Discussion
The evaluation of the mean emotional classes presented above
is limited because of the modest corpus size. Nevertheless, re-
sults indicate both expected and contradictory trends among the

4Fearful and disgusted were excluded because they had only one
versus no exemplars, respectively.

Figure 2: Happy vs. default

Figure 3: Sad vs. default

categories’ acoustic features. In addition, clustering based on
acoustic features revealed arousal levels. Indeed, intensity is
the dimension of emotional similarity, compared to valence and
quality [1], that is predominantly related to F0, intensity and
speech rate [14]. Moreover, this dimension reflects distinctions
within emotion families, such as hot versus cold anger [14].

Given the successfully obtained set of exemplar utterances
marked by high agreement, it appears that in addition to basic
acoustic cues, non-acoustic features assisted listeners’ percep-
tion of emotions. Closer inspection of the exemplars show that
whereas neutral exemplars tended to be descriptive and lack
lexis loaded with emotional meaning, lexical cues or broader
semantic cues drawing on world knowledge indicated the emo-
tional directionality for many non-neutral exemplars, e.g.:

1. Angry: Then Tom Thumb lost his temper.

2. Fearful: Peter sat down to rest; he was out of breath and
trembling with fright, and he had not the least idea
which way to go.

3. Happy: They squeaked with joy!

4. Surprised: What a sight met the eyes of Jane and Lu-
cinda!

5. Sad: Peter began to cry.

In fact, several participants commented on the difficulty of
keeping meaning and sound separated in the perceptual discrim-
ination task, and as many as 93% (PR-2) vs. 81% (2BM-2) in-
dicated that they considered utterance meaning as a factor when
assigning emotion labels.

Separating meaning from prosody provides more controlled
experimental settings, nevertheless it should be recognized that
it is an artificial construct. Rather, semantic and prosodic cues



Figure 4: Surprised vs. default

tend to work in tandem and jointly convey emotional contents,
so that non-neutral arousal levels in the acoustic signal support
emotional directions present in meaning. This is in accord with
the increased accuracy obtained after adding lexis by [11] in
automatic binary emotion-detection. [12] noted differences in
classification performance for combining acoustic and lexical
features, but for human-human dialog data the combined ap-
proach mostly boosted performance. However, [7] found lower
non-neutral identification rates in a perceptual tasks when sub-
jects also listened to stimuli as opposed to when not, i.e. when
they combined linguistic and prosodic information. But, the
scope and target of their corpus was very different; consisting
of actual agent-client interactions from a stock exchange call
center, they hypothesize that politeness functioned as a control
device in this context. Moreover, [7] reported encouraging re-
sults for detecting corpus-specific emotion labels automatically
using lexical cues for an annotated corpus.

Finally, some studies ignored the neutral label in a forced-
choice discrimination task, e.g. [3]. However, the results above
showed that while neutral utterances were more often subject to
high agreement, neutral exemplars clustered together with al-
most all non-neutral emotion classes. Moreover, the neutral ex-
emplars represented a complex category with a wide variety of
acoustic contours, including listing, contrastive emphasis, high-
lighting new versus given information, and so on. Thus, studies
which ignore the neutral category could be intrinsically biased
towards less confusion and undeserved high accuracy.

5. Conclusion

We presented empirical data from perceptual experiments on
non-neutral contextualized expressive storytelling speech. Our
target for emotional speech is child-directed text-to-speech syn-
thesis. In addition to providing an analysis of expressive story-
telling speech, and describing a procedure for obtaining subsets
of confident emotion classes, the presented analysis highlighted
the fact that perceptions of emotions in expressive speech de-
pend also on semantic cues, in combination with acoustic pa-
rameter settings, and that high agreement for emotions was ob-
tained even when some typical acoustic cues were absent.

As a further factor, additional preliminary results indicate
that sequencing of emotions is highly relevant for fairy tales
because they are highly structured. For example, fairy tales tend
to consist of a neutral beginning, an emotional ascent, and a
happy end. We are currently exploring how sequencing interacts
with other features to determine perception of emotions.
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